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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For the past several years, higher education stu-

dents, faculty, and administrators have expressed concern

with grading standards and practices.

Because practices

vary widely and cannot truly be "legislated," students and
faculty alike remain dissatisfied.

On occasions when stu

dents have sought judicial relief from their academic dif
ficulties, they have received little satisfaction from the
courts.

Yet,

in spite of this long tradition of judicial

nonintervention in scholastic affairs, the courts continue

to hear appeals from students who perceive themselves to
have been treated unfairly and who have been denied relief

through intra-institutional appellate procedures.

Receiv-

ing no relief from either the judicial or higher education
systems, students reach a level of frustration which can
only harm the educational establishment.

Consequently ,

the development of grading practices which both faculty

and students can perceive as sound and fair will enhance
the learning environment.
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The Problem
Statement of the Problem

The problem is to devise for institutions of
higher learning a model policy regarding grades and grad-

ing practices, specifically with respect to (1) grade
appeal procedures,
rights;

including instructor rights and student

(2) methods of determining grades; (3) definitions

of grades;

(4)

responsibility for assigning grades; and

(5) cheating regulations insofar as they affect grading

policies.
Statement of the Purpose
As students become more litigious in demanding

their rights, they are more likely to seek redress for
their grievances in the courts when institutions of higher
education have not satisfied their demands.

Of particular

interest is the willingness of the courts in recent years
to hear cases regarding grading practices.
time,

At the same

institutional grading practices vary widely, and

although the courts have generally supported institutional

decisions,

the variety in institutional practice suggests

a need for uniform, carefully designed guidelines.

Importance of the Study
A model policy should assist institutions of

higher learning in achieving conformity with recent court
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decisions and avoiding the many problems associated with

litigation.

At the same time, institutions should then be

able to maintain their academic standards and provide aca
demic fairness for all students.
Procedure
The study is based on the review of (1) court

cases related to grading practices, (2) the legal literature r and (3) current grading practices and policies in

institutions of higher education.

Review of Court Cases
The review of court cases related to grading practices is taken from the U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. Circuit

Courts , U.S. District Courts, and State Supreme Courts.

Cases were located through the following sources:

Decennial Digests and West's General Digest, under
the heading "Colleges and Universities";
Shepard's Citations for particular Reporters;

The Chronicle of Higher Education;
Higher Education and National Affairs.

All cases through December, 1977, related to grades and
grading practices were read; particularly noteworthy

and/or "landmark” cases were abstracted.

All cases were

"Shepardized," to ensure accurate and up-to-date information.

Implications of decisions and their rationale
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formed a large part of the basis of this study, and were

instrumental in drawing up a model policy.
Review of Legal Literature

Because this study deals with the legal perspec
tive of grading practices, literature dealing with the

philosophical perspective was not examined.

literature available through December,
grading practices, was reviewed.

The legal

1977, related to

Articles were located

through the following sources:
the Index to Legal Periodical Literature;
the Index to Legal Periodicals;

The Chronicle of Higher Education;

College and University Reporter;
bibliographies in texts of higher education law.

Review of Current Grading Practices
Current grading practices and policies in institutions of higher education were reviewed by careful perusal
of undergraduate and graduate college catalogs,
handbooks, and student handbooks.

faculty

These and additional

statements about grades and grading practices were solic

ited by letter (see Appendix A) .

Population and Sample
The review of court cases was divided into two
parts—pre-19 68,

and 1968 through 1977—and took into

I
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account cases from the U.S. Supreme Court, U.S. Circuit

Courts , U.S. District Courts, and State Supreme Courts.

The review of the legal literature paralleled, chronologi-

cally, that of court cases.
The review of current practices and policies was

limited to those of the sixteen public universities within

the Southern Regional Education Board defined as Type I

(described by SREB as institutions which award 100 or more
doctoral degrees each year), w

all but one institution

providing the information requested (see Appendix B) .
Because such institutions are generally most complex and

most highly developed, they were regarded as those most
likely to be involved in problems associated with grading.
Organization of the Study
This study consists of five chapters.

Statements

of the problem and purpose of the study, its importance,

outline of procedure, delineation of population and
sample, and the organization of the study are presented in

Chapter I.

A review of court cases related to grades and

grading practices is presented in Chapter II.

A review of

the legal literature on grades and grading practices is

offered in Chapter III.

An analysis of existing problems

through a review of grading policies as stated in catalogs
and handbooks and a review of potential legal problems
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with existing policies or their execution are provided in
Chapter IV.

The model policy, conclusions, implications,

and recommendations for further study are provided in
Chapter V.

In addition, three appendixes are provided.
Sample letters of request are presented in Appendix A; a

list of the institutions from which information was

solicited, in Appendix B; sample grade appeals policies,
as quoted from the institutional publications cited, in

Appendix C.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF COURT CASES

It is clear that the faculty, consisting of the
teaching body of the institution, must be the tri
bunal, under the direction and controlling juris
diction of the trustees, to pass upon the fitness of
the students to continue their study of the courses
selected or required.1
In these terms did the court in West v. Board of
Trustees of Miami University and Miami Normal School
define ,

in 1931,

the doctrine that has come to be known as

the rule of judicial nonintervention in scholastic

affairs .

We s t r like most cases concerned with grades

and/or grading practices, involved academic dismissal;

and, as in other cases of this type, the court supported

the institution’s right to dismiss students for academic
reasons .

At the same time, cases involving academic dis

missal often discuss grades, grading practices, and capri
cious and/or arbitrary practices related thereto.

Hence ,

several cases primarily involving academic dismissal are
discussed in this chapter in order to demonstrate the

courts’ concerns and attitudes toward grading.
Cases Before 1968

The idea of judicial nonintervention was not new

when it was applied in West, supra; indeed, at a time when
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little distinction was made between academic dismissal and

disciplinary dismissal, judicial nonintervention was gen

erally the basis for the courts’ support of college and
university dismissals of students for either academic or
disciplinary reasons.

In 1893, the Supreme Court of Nev;

York, in People ex rel. O'Sullivan v. New York Law
School,2 found that

[wjhere a student of a school is guilty of contu
macious conduct, it is within the discretion of the
faculty to refuse him his degree, and the fact that
the objectionable conduct occurred between the final
examination and the day of graduation is immaterial. 3
In defense of its position. the court stated further:

[W] hen the conduct of a student has been such, intermediate his final examination and the time of confer
ring degrees, that there is a fair occasion for the
exercise of discretion on the part of the faculty,
as there clearly was in this case, it should not be
reversed by this court, and the case must be an
extraordinary one to justify judicial interference
[itaiics not Tn the original] .4
In fact, the court was so leery of setting any precedent

for judicial interference that it went on to state,

[IJf we can control the action of the faculty in this
case, why may we not be called upon to supervise it
in the case of expulsion or suspension of students
during their college courses?^

This position remained relatively unchanged for over half
a century, and judicial nonintervention was the principle

espoused in cases involving either disciplinary or aca
demic dismissals, although some trial courts had on occa-

sion argued for procedural due process rights.
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For example,

in the 1928 case of Anthony v. Syra-

cuse University,6 the trial court had stated that a col
lege could not dismiss a student without following proce
dural due process and thereby providing the student with a

notice of charges, an opportunity to hear testimony, to
rebut evidence, and to call upon and question witnesses.
However, this case was reversed on appeal,® and the

requirement of procedural due process overturned.

Simi-

larly, in People ex rel. Bluett v. Board of Trustees of
University of Illinois (1956), 9 the court determined

that a medical student expelled for cheating had no right
to a formal hearing;1® in doing so, the court based
its judgment in part on Anthony v. Syracuse University,

supra.H
The courts’

reluctance to delve into academic

areas is further illustrated by the 1957 case of Eddie v.
Columbia University in City of New York.i2

The student,

Richard Eddie, had refused to revise his doctoral disser-

tation; as a consequence, his candidacy for the doctoral
degree was discontinued.

In rejecting Eddie’s petition,

the court stated,

It was within the discretion of the University’s
proper authorities to reject petitioner’s doctoral
dissertation. There is ample evidence to support the
refusal of the dissertation, and it is not established
that the rejection was arbitrary, capricious or unrea
sonable. The court may not substitute its own opinion
as to the merits of a doctoral dissertation for that
of the faculty members whom the university has selec-
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ted to make a determination as to the quality of the
d issertat ion . 13

Citing People ex re 1. O’ Sullivan v. Nev? York Lav; School,
supra,14 as the basis for its findings, the court was
clearly applying principles stated in a case involving

disciplinary dismissal to one dealing with an academic

issue.
The landmark case establishing a student’s right

to procedural due process came with Dixon v. Alabama State

Board of Education in 1961.15

In brief, the court held

that students at a public institution are entitled to

notice and hearing in disciplinary proceedings prior to

suspension or expulsion, although the court also held that
a "full-dress judicial hearing, vzith the right to cross-

examine witnesses"

is not required. 16

However, insti-

tutional rights involving academic judgments were not

fully clarified until the landmark case of Connelly v.
University of Vermont and State Agricultural College 17

in 1965.

The plaintiff, a dismissed medical student, con-

tended that one of his instructors had decided that he
would not award him a passing grade regardless of the

quality of his work; this failure resulted, ultimately,
Connelly’s dismissal.

In general, the court stated,

in

the

question of whether Connelly had been delinquent in his

studies is not a matter for judicial review, but the ques

tion of a dismissal based on bad faith, arbitrariness, or

1
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capriciousness could be.

The rule regarding the latter

issue, noted the court, "has been stated in a variety of

ways by a number of courts. "18

The court continued,

The effect of these decisions is to give the
school authorities absolute discretion in determining
whether a student has been delinquent in his studies,
and to place the burden on the student of showing that
his dismissal was motivated by arbitrariness, capri
ciousness or bad faith. The reason for this rule is
that in matters of scholarship, the school authorities
are uniquely qualified by training and experience to
judge the qualifications of a student, and efficiency
of instruction depends in no small degree upon the
school faculty’s freedom from interference from other
noneducational tribunals. It is only when the school
authorities abuse this discretion that a court may
interfere with their decision to dismiss a student.19
It should be noted that Connelly had not been able to show

that his dismissal was "motivated by arbitrariness, capriciousness or bad faith."

Since this case firmly estab-

lished the "absolute discretion" of school authorities to
determine "whether a student has been delinquent in his
studies ," it may be inferred that grades and grading prac-

tices, absent a showing of bad faith, etc., would be
equally free from judicial intervention. Whether this

would indeed be the case remained for the future.

In summary, the courts continued to support and

—especially in Connelly—to reaffirm the position of
judicial nonintervention in academic dismissals; still,
grading practices had escaped the close scrutiny of the

courts through the period ending in 1967 .

The decade

1968-77, fraught in its early years with student unrest,
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would see the courts continue to support but concurrently
re-examine their stance on judicial nonintervention.

Cases From 1968-1977
In Mustell v. Rose^O (1968), the Supreme Court

of Alabama affirmed the position of judicial noninter

vention in scholastic affairs, quoting extensively from
Connelly v. Vermont, supra.21

However, in this instance

the plaintiff, again a medical student, also alleged that
two faculty members had "arbitrarily and capriciously

changed the grades earned by [Mustell]

in his course of

Medicine during his junior year without just cause and in

bad faith."22

In finding for the institution, the court

determined that the grading system employed at the medical

school provided that tentative grades awarded to students
in courses were subject to review by the department heads

"after a general survey by them of the student’s total

knowledge and performance in that department."23

Hence ,

the grade changes were not deemed to have been made capri
ciously and arbitrarily, as maintained by the student.
Again, and in this instance more specifically than in some

earlier cases, the court supported institutional policy
regarding grades.

State ex rel. Bartlett v. Pantzer2^ (1971) took
the courts into the area of grade definition.

Although

3
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the case is not viewed as a "landmark case," it is inter-

esting to note that the court cited only one precedent
case, State ex rel. Ingersoll v. Clapp,25 as noted below:
That the courts will not interfere with the discre
tion of school officials in matters which the lav; has
conferred to their judgment, unless there is a clear
abuse of that discretion, or arbitrary or unlawful
action, seems to be the unanimous holding of the
authorities.26
The details of the case follow.

Bartlett had applied for

admission to the University of Montana School of Law.
Upon receipt of his application, the Law School informed
him that he would be required to establish credit in the

principles of financial accounting to be eligible for

admission.

To satisfy this requirement, Bartlett offered

to enroll in a graduate accounting course at the Univer
sity of Chicago, where he was enrolled, and the Law School
stated its willingness to accept that course, stating, "If

you complete that course in the spring with a satisfactory
grade , we will consider the requirement as fulfilled.” 27

Subsequently, when Bartlett completed the course with a

grade of "D, " the Law School denied him admission on the
grounds that it did not consider ’’ D" a satisfactory grade,

even though no such definition appeared in the school’s
bulletins or in any of its correspondence with Bartlett.
The Director of Admissions, by affidavit to the court,

stated that in the institution’s terminology the grade of
n D"

was not considered "satisfactory," but rather
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"acceptable . " 28 In summary, the court stated,
Thus, we look to the matter of judgment or "dis
cretion" in the legal sense.
To cause a young man,
who is otherwise qualified ... to lose a year and an
opportunity for education on the technical, unpub
lished distinction between the words "satisfactory"
and "acceptable" as applied to a credit earning grade
from a recognized institution is, in our view, an
abuse of discretion such as to cause us to look beyond
the rule of judicial nonintervention.28
The law school was directed to admit and enroll Bartlett.

Clearly,

the court was not substituting its judgment for

that of school authorities in a matter of grade evalua
tion , but it had exercised its authority in determining

the acceptability of a grade, particularly since the
school had not provided a definition for a term on which

so important a decision as admission depended.

Still, the courts generally maintained a position
of judicial nonintervention in scholastic matters and con
tinued to support institutional academic decisions in a
variety of cases.

In a 1973 law school case, Keys v.

Sawyer,28 a student complained of unfair grading practices on the part of two of his professors, arguing that
he be readmitted to the law school and that two failing

grades be expunged from his record.

On the issue of the

professors' grading systems, the court argued for judicial

abstention:

The assignment of grades to a particular examination
must be left to the discretion of the instructor.
He
should be given the unfettered opportunity to assess a
student's performance and determine if it attains a
standard of scholarship required by that professor for

i
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a satisfactory grade. The federal judiciary should
not adjudicate the soundness of a professor’s grading
system, nor make a factual determination of the fair
ness of the individual grades. Such an inquiry would
necessarily entail the complete substitution of a
court evaluation of a complainant's level of achieve
ment in the subject under review, and the standard by
which such achievement should be measured, for that of
the professor.
It would be difficult to prove by
reason, logic or common sense that the federal judi
ciary is either competent, or more competent, to make
such an assessment.31
It should be noted that the student had not charged his

professors with having assigned him grades of "F" capriciously or arbitrarily, nor that their grading systems

were capricious or arbitrary, but merely "unfair."
Simmons v. Budds^Z (1973) presents an altogether

different case from those cited above, for the court in
Connelly, supra, had spoken of the "school faculty’s free
dom from interference from other noneducational tribu-

nals,"33 and in Keys, supra, of an instructor’s "unfettered opportunity to assess a student’s performance."34

Donald C. Simmons was a tenured associate professor of
anthropology at the University of Connecticut’s Hartford

campus, where, in response to a student strike precipi-

tated in May, 1970 , by recent events in Indochina and at
Kent State University, the University Senate adopted spe

cific grading regulations for the 1970 spring term.

Among

these was a provision to the effect that instructors were
not to penalize students for class absences between May 5
and 15, 1970.

(Final examinations were to begin on

L
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May 18.)

Specifically, the newly adopted regulations also

provided

that, while any student who so desired could take a
regularly scheduled final examination, it would be
based only on course work covered before May 5, 1970;
and that students who had a passing grade on May 5,
1970 , could, by electing not to take a final examina
tion, take instead a course grade of "S." The desig
nation ”S" meaning satisfactory, had formerly been the
mark which a student received if, at the beginning of
a course, the student had elected a "pass-fail" option
and had passed the course after taking the final exam
ination. An "S" grade entitled its recipient to
course credit. 35
Simmons refused to comply with the new regulations and

marked absent ("ABS") those who did not take his final
examination.

Prior to the establishment of the new regu-

lations, a mark of "ABS" was converted to a failing grade
("F" ) unless the student took an examination or satisfact

orily completed some equivalent project.

Of the twenty

students in the plaintiff's class marked as absent from
the final examination, five took another examination and

were given appropriate grades.

However, in November,

1970, the provost of the university directed the registrar

to change the grades of the other fifteen students to

" S. ” 3 6

As a result,

the court acknowledged,

students enrolled in the plaintiff’s course who nei
ther completed the course requirements nor demon
strated that they possessed sufficient knowledge of
the course were nevertheless awarded full course
credit by the university.37
Consequently, Simmons took the university to court

"not to penalize students but because he did not want the
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professional integrity of his courses invaded for politi-

cal reasons . "38

In addition, he maintained, the two-

thirds majority vote required by the by-laws of the senate

could not have been ascertained by a voice vote, albeit no

call had been made for a head count when the result of the

voice vote was announced.

The court found that the new

regulations had been properly effected, and supported the

university’s changing from ”ABS” to

”S”

had assigned to fifteen of his students.

the court was,

the grades Simmons
The reasoning of

in part, that " the university provost acted

without dishonest purpose"^ in carrying out the pro
visions enacted by the senate, which did indeed have the
authority to change the grading system.

In short, since

authority was vested in the University Senate, Simmons had

no acceptable cause for action.
fore j

One can conclude, there-

that the principle of judicial nonintervention does

not necessarily prevent a faculty member’s grades from

being changed so long as the changes are properly author
ized within the scope of the university’s regulations, for
there was no judicial intervention in Simmons; the court
had merely recognized the authority of someone within the
institution, other than the faculty member,

to assign

grades, a position not necessarily in conflict with

Connelly, which makes no clear distinction between ”school

authorities” and ’’school faculty.”^
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More specific attention to grades per se , unre

lated to dismissal, came in 1974 with Atkinson v. Tra-

etta.41

In brief. the case concerned the challenge by a

group of nursing students of a policy change establishing
"C-," rather than a previously required ” D-," as a pre
requisite for subsequent course enrollment.

The court

declined to define the change as involving curriculum, and

since timely notice in the school catalog had been pro
vided , the court argued that
the faculty properly established minimum standards of
academic competency in the public interest, since
nursing graduates may have direct contact with the
public prior to state certification.42
As an issue, judicial intervention did not appear, nor

were any precedents on that account cited.

Two of the

five judges, however, dissented on the basis of "the great
prejudice to the students involved," 43 and also saw the

change in prerequisites as constituting a change in cur-

riculum.

On the other hand, no argument charged that the

changes were capricious and/or arbitrary.
such a finding,

Thus, absent

the court had essentially supported the

principle of judicial nonintervention.

Procedural due process rights appeared again in
several cases from 1974 to 1976.

(1974) , a U.S.

In Greenhill v. Bailey44

District Court determined that a medical

student’s suspension for academic reasons did not violate

his due process rights, and quoted extensively from
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Connelly, supra,

in doing so.45

However, upon the stu-

dent’s appeal, the U.S. Court of Appeals found that the

student had been "stigmatized" and would, in all likelihood, be unable to find any future as a medical student

elsewhere r since his dismissal had been accompanied by
notice to the Liaison Committee of the Association of
American Medical Colleges in Washington, D.C., that he
lacked

ii

intellectual ability."

Therefore, the court

stated , the student had been deprived of "a significant

interest in liberty,"46 and should have been accorded a
notice of charges and a hearing.

Although it acknowledged

the distinction between disciplinary and academic dis

missals , the court stated,
Our holding today is not an effort to blur the dis
tinction but rather an acknowledgment that the dic
tates of due process, long recognized as applicable to
disciplinary expulsions (and suspensions of signifi
cant length) , may apply in other cases as well, where
the particular circumstances meet the criteria artic
ulated by the Supreme Court.47

At the same time, the court attempted to provide some
guidelines:

We stop short, however, of requiring full trial
type procedures in such situations. A graduate or
professional school is, after all, the best judge of
its students’ academic performance and their ability
to master the required curriculum. The presence of
attorneys or the imposition of rigid rules of crossexamination at a hearing . . . would serve no useful
purpose, notwithstanding that the dismissal in ques
tion may be of permanent duration. But an ’’informal
give-and-take" between the student and the administra
tive body dismissing him—and foreclosing his opportu
nity to gain admission at all comparable institutions
—would not unduly burden the educational process. 48
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In Horowitz v. Board of Curators of University of

Missouri^ (1976), citing Greenhill v. Bailey, supra,

the same U.S. Court of Appeals found that a medical student had been ’’stigmatized" in her dismissal; however,
upon the institution’s appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court^O

in 1978, the latter body found that the student had been

adequately warned of her shortcomings and was not there—

fore entitled to a hearing.

Similarly, in Sofair v. State

University of New York Upstate Medical Center College of
Medicine^l ( 1976), the New York Supreme Court, Appellate

Division, found no basis for a dismissed medical student’s
claim that the College of Medicine’s evaluation system was
arbitrary or irrational, but found that the student’s due
process rights had been violated because his dismissal

hearing had been held on the same day as his notification

of dismissal.

Upon appeal by the institution, the Court

of Appeals of Nev; York determined that an academic dis

missal did not require a formal hearing since the student
had been informed in writing of his academic deficien-

cies.52

Citing the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Board

of Curators of University of Missouri v. Horowitz,53 the
court seemingly settled the issue of due process in aca-

demic dismissals:

as long as a student has been warned

about his deficiencies and the consequences of continued
poor academic performance, and absent any showing of
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capriciousness, arbitrariness, or bad faith, a college or
university need not provide formal hearings.

Judicial intervention in grading matters—until

overturned by a higher court—appears clearly in Lyons v.

Salve Regina College^2* (1976) .

A recitation of the facts

is necessary to understanding the case.

Sheila Lyons, a

fourth-year nursing student, had missed three classes and
two clinical experiences in a two-month nursing course.

Although Lyons alleged that the instructor of the course
had assured her that she would receive a grade of " Incom-

plete" for the course, she received an

it p

ii

which grade

she formally appealed through the grade appeal process of
the college.

The Appeal Committee met and recommended to

the Associate Dean, on a 2-1 vote, that Lyons be granted

an "Incomplete"

for the course; however,

the Associate

Dean overruled the majority and denied Lyons’ grade
appeal, as a result of which Lyons was dropped from the

nursing program.

When Lyons sued for alleged breach of

contract, the court was particularly concerned with the
grade appeal process insofar as the Associate Dean’s
overruling of the committee recommendation.

The court

found

that the intent of the parties was that the word
"recommendation" as used in the College Manual and in
the Academic Information and Registration Materials
for 197 5 would mean a recommendation was binding on
the [Associate Dean].55
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Although the court noted that the grade appeal procedure
at Salve Regina College had never been used until the
Lyons case, 56 it ordered that Lyons be awarded the grade
of "Incomplete” and that she be reinstated in the nursing

program.

The college appealed the District Court’s deci-^

sion to the U.S. Court of Appeals, which reversed the
lower court’s decision,57 finding as follows:
Nothing in the student manual suggests that a recom
mendation by the Committee could reasonably be thought
to be anything more than an expression of the Commit
tee’s opinion as to the preferred course of conduct to
be followed by the Dean in resolving the issue between
the teacher and the student. Nothing in this document
affords any basis for a reasonable expectation that it
was mandatory upon the Dean to follow the Committee’s
views. Consequently, we rule that it was error for
the District Court, in effect, to convert a recommen
dation of the Committee into a mandatory order from
the Committee to the Dean.58

In summary, the court’s concern was not with judicial

intervention on the part of the lower court r but simply

with the definition of the word "recommendation."

Hence ,

although the case confirmed judicial nonintervention into

academic matters, that principle was not reviewed as crit—

ical to the case.
Further support of the rule of judicial noninter

vention in institutional grading practices appeared in two
1977 cases.

In Johnson v. Sullivan,59 a dismissed law

student contended that the law school’s practice of

including all "F’.s” in computing a student’s cumulative
grade point average was unfair and unreasonable, since in
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other academic divisions of the university the grade point

average reflected only the last grade earned in a course
that had been repeated.

In finding that the lav; school

policy had not denied the student due process or equal

protection, the court stated:

There is no classification of students within the
law school with respect to the computation of their
cumulative grade point averages; all lav; students vzho
repeat a course have the first grade received in that
course included in the computation. There is no
denial of equal protection in measuring the academic
performance of law students by a method that is not
employed by other schools and departments of the Uni
versity . 6 0
In Horne v. Cox,61 another dismissed law student alleged
that a research paper grade was arbitrary and capricious
and "based on factors extraneous to academic performance ."62

The court, stating that the student had no legal

rights or privileges in reference to grades for academic
performance, also found that the student had not been

deprived of any due process rights:
While due process may require some type of informal
hearing before a student is expelled or suspended from
a state supported school . . . , it does not require
such procedures before corporal or other minor punish
ment is applied to a student.63

Summary

Speaking indirectly about grades and grading prac-

tices in 1893, the court had expressed its extreme reluc-

tance to interfere in academic matters in People ex rel.
0’Sullivan v. New York Law School, supra.

L

By the late

i
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1970’s, the courts had not altered their position, but had

done much to define and refine the meaning of "j ud icial
nonintervention."

True, Connelly, supra, clarified the

distinction between academic and disciplinary matters, but
it also established firmly that bad faith, arbitrary, or

capricious decisions, even in academic affairs, are

actionable by the courts.

Due process rights, long held

nonexistent in academic affairs, received enough attention

in Greenhill and Horowitz, supra, to merit some consideration of those rights by colleges and universities, partic
ularly when a student’s liberty and/or property interests

are at stake, although adequate warning and some of the
basic principles of due process should be sufficient to

avoid judicial intervention.

At a minimum, procedural due

process rights entitle the student to (1) a written state

ment of specific charges, (2) an opportunity to respond,
(3) a hearing by an impartial body at which witnesses can
be heard and examined and of which a written record,
available to the student, will be retained, and (4) appeal

within the institution.

Finally, as demonstrated by Bart-

left and Lyons, supra, academic requirements and regula-

tions must be carefully and precisely stated so as to
avoid judicial interpretation and application of meaning.

In short, if higher education recognizes its obligation to

provide for fair treatment of students in scholastic matters, the courts are likely to refrain from intervention.
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CHAPTER III

REVIEW OF LEGAL LITERATURE
The review of court cases in Chapter II provides
an historic perspective of judicial decisions related to

grading practices.

A review of the legal literature

should, similarly, amplify one's understanding of the

legal problems that may derive from institutional grading

practices and aid in the development of a model policy.
However, the courts* long-standing position of noninter-

vention in academic affairs appears to have led most
writers to neglect the topic of grades and grading prac

tices .
The Literature Before 1968
Insofar as academic issues are concerned, contrib-

utors to law reviews and journals paid little attention to
the legal concerns of higher education until the late
1960 *s.

From 1927 to 1929, Anthony v. Syracuse Univer-

sityelicited ten "notes" on recent decisions, but these

were little more than abstracts of the trial court case
and its reversal on appeal.

Similarly, West v. Board of

Trustees of Miami University and Miami Normal School^
brought forth only one abstract of the case in a law

review.

Even the landmark case of Connelly v. University

il

1
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of Vermont and State Agricultural College^ in 1965 failed
to arouse any interest in the journals.

Consequently,

commentary on the issue at hand is lacking in the litera
ture before 1968.
The Literature From 1968-1977

Naturally, the public interest aroused by the stu
dent demonstrations of the late sixties and early seven-

ties, as well as the large number of court cases involving
higher education during that period,

legal literature.

is reflected in the

However, most of the cases of that time

dealt with disciplinary dismissals,

and those involving

academic concerns generally failed to receive attention in

the literature.

At the same time, a few writers ind icated

their concerns for student "justice," with which grading
practices are surely concerned.

Writing for a special issue of the Denver Law

Journal in 1968, Phillip Monypenny, Professor of Political

Science at the University of Illinois, summarized the sta

tus quo:

The legal authority of the institution to define its
academic character and to judge student accomplish
ments in achieving the standards for institutional
awards determined by that academic character has gone
virtually unchallenged in the courts. The courts
normally settle the cases in terms of jurisdiction—
the institution has power in these matters, and its
use of that power is virtually nonreviewable. Thus,
difficult questions of justice, including the proce
dure for achieving justice, are avoided.^
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Monypenny argued further that questions of academic stand

ards and academic purpose are concerns of students and
faculty alike, and that higher education needed to change
its traditional stance:

We must meet the student challenge by means other
than the reiteration of legal authority, or even the
reiteration of the doctrine of special competence.
The processes of decisionmaking must be looked at in
terms of who has a legitimate interest which ought to
enter into the decision.
It is not a question of who
has established rights but of who has legitimate
interests, whether those interests are recognized in
the decisional pattern or are being protected by it.5
The alternative,

was upheld by Sally M.

traditional position, however,

Furay in a 1970 article concerned

with student rights at private institutions:

It may seem odd that faculty members are left undis
turbed in their grading procedures, while actions of
presidents and deans of students in dismissing stu
dents are subject to judicial review.
However, the
difference in treatment appears valid when one con
siders the insuperable difficulties which would ensue
from court grading of papers
While acknowledging that capricious,

arbitrary,

or bad

faith judgments of faculty are matters of judicial concern, Furay supported the doctrine of judicial noninter-

vention:

Everyone knows, in theory, and those of us with long
years of experience in college or university teaching
are aware, in practice, that students do indeed ques
tion the "good faith judgment" of their instructors.
Nonetheless, the "hands-off" policy of the judiciary
in this respect is exceedingly sound; courts might
very well find themselves out of their depth if they
undertook the construction of curricula or the anal
ysis of grade distribution summaries.
Such matters
are best left to the accrediting agencies.”?
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Clearly, this was essentially the position taken by the
court in Connelly, supra.8

Not all observers of grading practices in higher
education , however, were as ready to assume that only students question their instructors’ good faith judgments.

Professor D. Parker Young of the University of Georgia’s
Institute of Higher Education argued for "due process in

the classroom" as early as 1972, maintaining that ”[c]onditions on college and university campuses today are such-

that the possibility of arbitrary or capricious academic
evaluation is very real. -9

In order to protect studentsr

he argued for application of due process to academic mat

ters :

Most college administrators are familiar, at least
to some extent, with due process as it applies to stu
dent discipline. However, little attention has been
given to incorporating the concept in matters affec
ting scholastic affairs. Basically, the lack of due
process in the classroom derives from a misunder
standing of the process by academic administrators,
who view it as a legal concept unsuited to the aca
demic enclave. This leads to the notion that since
scholastic evaluation is the sole prerogative of the
professor, due process would be misplaced in academic
evaluation.
There is, however, a need to incorporate in scho
lastic affairs well-defined procedures and guarantees
of fair play to protect students against arbitrary or
capricious academic evaluation.^0
In addition to advocating fair treatment of students in
academic matters, Young argued that the application of due

process principles to scholastic affairs would ’’preclude

judicial interference. ..Il

It should be noted here that
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this argument is advanced in spite of the courts’ state-

ment , as in Connelly, that the burden of proving capri
cious or arbitrary treatment lies with the student.
Still, adopting Young’s suggestions could help institu

tions avoid capricious or arbitrary grading practices.

Two of the guidelines outlined by Young are to the point:

[1]. Standards for evaluating students’ classroom
performance should be precisely stated for each
course, preferably in writing, no later than the first
class meeting.
These standards should clearly set
forth the procedures and methods to be used by stu
dents in submitting work, the penalty for failure to
meet the deadline for submitting it, the exact grading
procedure, and the weighing of various assignments for
grading purposes.
[2]. A well-documented and orderly procedure of
appeal should be established and promulgated for cases
involving academic assessments which are allegedly
based upon other than academic grounds and which can
be clearly shown to be injurious to the student in his
academic career. A committee should be appointed in
each department, or a single committee for the college
if this is deemed more feasible, which would hear
complaints by students against faculty members for
alleged misuse of the classroom and/or arbitrary
grading practices. After a successful showing by the
student before this committee, the professor against
whom the allegations have been made should be given
all due process rights in defending his actions.13

In response to those fearing that the adoption of
such policies would result in a sustained barrage of grade

appeals, Young stated,
[F]acuity members would tend to rethink and update
their course content, requirements, and grading pro
cedures. Students would more clearly understand what
is required of them. The committee to hear complaints
would merely formalize a fair and reasonable procedure
which is now so informal and unstructured as to nur
ture distrust and disrespect. An appreciation of
rights and responsibilities of faculty members and
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students would be served by the implementation of
these guidelines. Under such circumstances the
quality of instruction would be improved.-^

In short, Young felt that a policy providing for student
appeals of grades, with both student and faculty rights

protected by the elements of due process, would not only

make judicial intervention unlikely, but also enable uni-

versifies to enhance the quality of their instruction.
A 1973 article by Darrel A. Clowes, House Director
of Miami-Dade Junior College, also addressed the possibil

ity of judicial intervention.

Clowes reflected—without

reference to student academic rights—on the changing
student-institution relationship.

In examining the nature

of that relationship, he felt that the courts were "striv

ing to attain a reasonable balance between the rights and
responsibilities of the student and of the institution."-^
Clowes also maintained, however, that institutions could
bring their regulations into line with court tests of

arbitrary or capricious treatment of students and thereby
avoid judicial intervention. 16

Further concern with student rights was voiced in

David M. Rabban1s 1973 article concerning expulsions.
Rabban argued, albeit in the context of private institu
tions ,

that "complete university independence from judi~

cial scrutiny,” usually construed as guaranteeing academic

freedom, can permit repression of individual rights. H
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Some interest in grading practices was also
expressed by R.

Lawrence Dessem in a 1976 article advo

cating application of due process rights to academic dis
missals.

Dessem acknowledged institutional concerns about

judicial interference with grading, but did not foresee

that a judicial requirement of predismissal hearings would

necessarily "compel courts to become involved in the nor

mal award of classroom grades which are not the basis for
a student’s expulsion from the public institution. 18

Rather, he argued, although a particular grade could

affect a student’s continued education, the student would
not have lost what Dessem regarded as the property right

to a continued public education. 19

Summary
Although the literature reveals little about the

ongoing judicial and institutional concerns about grading
practices—particularly before the turbulent period of the
late sixties and early seventies—recent observers have

been especially interested in the traditional "hands-off’’

position assumed by the courts and protected by the higher
education establishment.

Other than the article by D.

Parker Young, little in the literature suggests that stu
dent and faculty rights and responsibilities in academic
matters have been of interest to the contributors to the
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legal literature.

That Young was not echoed by others may

indicate continued lack of interest in the law journals;

however r

the current practices reviewed in Chapter IV will

demonstrate the extent to which Young’s suggestions were

adopted.

!

I
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING POLICIES
Analysis of the problems that grades and grading

practices may present to higher education requires an

examination of current policies and practices as stated in
university catalogs and handbooks.

In addition, such an

analysis calls for an investigation of any potential legal

problems associated with existing policies or their
execution.

Po1icies Stated in Catalogs and Handbooks
Responsibility for Assigning Grades
Although the general assumption is that the re-

sponsibility of assigning grades to students is that of

the faculty member teaching the courser the fact of that
responsibility is implicit, rather than explicit, in most
catalogs and handbooks.

On the other hand, a few institu-

tions are particularly explicit in expressing that respon
sibility.

At Louisiana State University, for example, se

undergraduate catalog states, "It is the right and responsibility of the instructor to determine and assign the

grade for each student enrolled in his or her course. ’’
Moreover, in recognition of the fact that such a policy

cannot always be effected, the university adds,
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In extraordinary circumstances which make it
impossible for the instructor to fulfill the
responsibility of determining a course grade, the
department chairman shall assign the grade.
In such
cases, the chairman may elect to award the grade of
n p ii
(or ”WP") for work of at least "C" quality.2
Mississippi State University has a similarly explicit
policy regarding instructor responsibility:

The instructor (defined as one who has the respon
sibility for a class, special problem or thesis) has
the authority in his class over all matters affecting
the conduct of the class, including the assignment of
grades . 2
Some institutions, such as Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University, combine the assignment of responsi

bility for grading with reference to the supervision of
that responsibility:
The assignment of an individual grade is the sole
prerogative of the instructor for the class. . . .
Instructors may be asked to explain an unusual profile
of grades or evaluation system to the administrators
to whom they are accountable and to amend these for
future grading periods.

Whether stated or not, however,

the responsibility for

assigning grades is rather clearly that of the faculty,
even though other policies, particularly grade appeal
policies, may intervene between a faculty member’s

initial

assignment of a grade and the student's final grade,

as

shall be seen subsequently.
Methods of Determining Grades

Academic evaluation of student performance has

been,

especially in recent years, a major concern of stu-
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dents, faculty, and administrators.

Indeed, the court

cases reviewed in Chapter II reflect the importance
attached to grading by all parties concerned.

Higher

education has responded to this concern in a variety of
ways:

some institutions have introduced specific policies

regarding academic evaluation, while others—perhaps
seeking deliberately to avoid commitment—have refrained

from expressing all but the most general statements about

grade determination.
At some universities, no institution-wide policy

appears to be in effect, although subdivisions of the
university might clearly define policies in course syllabi

or the like.

At the University of Georgia, for instance,

"Each school, department or division is responsible for
determining the specific policy and procedure to be used

for course evaluation."^

Others speak generally to the

issue of student rights in academic evaluations:

No constituent institution shall abridge either the
freedom of students engaged in the responsible pursuit
of knowledge or their right to fair and impartial
evaluation of their academic performance .&
In contrast, and perhaps in response to student
demands for written grading standards, many institutions

have developed guidelines or policies to protect the aca

demic rights of students.

Generally, these combine infor

mation about course evaluation as well as requirements,

attendance, number of examinations, and the like.

The
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following selection from the University of Kentucky’s
booklet Student Rights and Responsibilities is exemplary

of such statements:
1.0 Academic Rights of Students
1.1 Information About Course Content—A student has
the right to be informed in reasonable detail at
the first or second class meeting about the nature
of the course and to expect the course to corre
spond generally to its official description.
1.2 Information About Course Standards—A student has
the right to be informed at the first or second
class meeting about the standards to be used in
evaluating his performance, and to expect that the
grading system described in the University Catalog
will be followed. Whenever factors such as
absences or late papers will be weighed heavily in
determining grades, a student shall be so informed
at the first or second class meeting.
1.3 Contrary Opinion—A student has the right to take
reasoned exception to the data or views offered
in the classroom without being penalized.
1.4 Academic Evaluation—A student has the right to
receive a grade based only upon a fair and just
evaluation of his performance in a course as
measured by the standards announced by his
instructor at the first or second class meeting.
Grades determined by anything other than his
instructor’s good-faith judgment based on such
standards are improper. Among irrelevant consid
erations are race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, political affiliation, or activities
outside the classroom that are unrelated to the
course workJ

Some institutions go even further in detailing student
academic rights with specific reference to grading, as
does Louisiana State University:
In order to eliminate inconsistencies in grading
policies, all faculty members are expected to announce
to their classes at the beginning of the semester the
general components from which the final grade will be
determined, along with their approximate weights. No
later than the final day of class a student is to be
shown, upon request, the graded material (including a
record of classroom participation if that is included
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in the grade) for which he has been responsible, along
with his grade immediately before the final examina
tion.
Following termination of the course, a student
is to be provided, upon request, a review of his
examination and explanation of the final grade, and
the method by which it was determined; this review is
to include an accounting for all other unreturned
work.8

Among the universities still having policies
establishing attendance as a factor to be considered in

grading is the University of Virginia, where most of the

undergraduate colleges state their requirement as does the
College of Arts and Sciences:
The grade of a College student in any course is
determined by his class standing and his examination
grade, combined in such proportion as his professor
may decide.
Class standing is determined by the
quality of a student’s work and the regularity of his
attendance upon the lectures and laboratory or other
exercises of the course again apportioned as the
instructor may decide.

Most of the institutions surveyed allow the faculty member

to determine the effect of attendance on grades.

In addi-

t ion, these institutions generally provide that students
be apprised of attendance requirements at early class

meetings, as does the University of Alabama:

Students are expected, so far as they are able,
to attend all classes for which they are registered.
Class attendance is regarded as an academic matter,
and any use of attendance records in grading or other
regulations is left to the discretion of the faculty
member responsible for the course.
Likewise, the
handling of any excuses for absences, other than from
final examinations, is the responsibility of the
instructor in each course.^
Elsewhere,

the university requires the faculty member to

announce requirements for student attendance at the begin-
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ning of each semester. H

With specific reference to the

effect of attendance on grading, Florida State University
states , "The effect of absences upon grades is determined
by the instructor."^

Noteworthy among attendance poli

cies is that of the University of South Carolina, where,
unless some less restrictive policy is announced to a

class,

the regulations stipulate a percentile or specific

number of class meetings that must be attended (or may be
missed), depending on the level of the course and/or the
number of weekly class meetings and/or the student’s grade
point average.^
Finally,

it must be noted. in addition to the

guarantees of fair treatment accorded to students by most

of the institutions surveyed, methods of determining
grades, as well as the grades themselves, can be chal-

lenged at some universities through a "grade appeals"

procedure, as discussed below under that heading.
Cheating Regulations and Grading Policies

The blurring of academic and disciplinary issues
most often occurs with academic dishonesty.

At most uni-

versifies, what is defined as an infraction of discipli-

nary regulations — in the form of cheating — can result in

some kind of academic penalty.

The prescription at West

Virginia University is typical:

The minimum penalty for all cases of cheating
shall be dismissal from the course and the establish-
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ment of a grade of F in the course, as of the date of
cheating, unless in the opinion of the dean there are
extenuating circumstances which might indicate the
advisability of a lesser penalty. Where the grade of
F in the course involved is a part of the penalty for
cheating, that grade is to be entered on the student’s
permanent record and to remain there even though the
student withdraws from the course or from [the
university].14
In some instances, the institution has a standing review
board to which all cases of cheating are reported, and

that group is charged with hearing cases of alleged academic dishonesty as well as student appeals there from.^5
A few universities among those surveyed maintain

an "honor system" to handle cheating and some other disciplinary matters.

The policy at the University of Virginia

is of particular interest:
Under this student-con trolled [honor] system each
student generation defines the concept of honor on
the basis of what conduct is intolerable to their com
munity.
The presence of only one penalty, permanent
dismissal, has served to restrict severely the defini
tion of honor offense to those actions of lying,
stealing, or cheating which the elected student repre
sentatives feel justify the application of the sys
tem’s only sanction. Both the standards and the
enforcement are determined without intervention from
University faculty or administration.!^
However, faculty are involved to a point, since they would
presumably report cheating to the appropriate body; fur-

thermore, among the grades employed at the University of

Virginia is "NP," which ’’indicates that the examination
was not pledged as required by the Honor System, and the

grade is being temporarily withheld by the instructorH
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Typically, then, the academic sanctions imposed

for cheating can affect student grades, ranging from the

grade on a paper or examination to the final course grade,

in addition to penalties such as suspension or permanent

expulsion .

One additional sanction employed at a few

institutions, such as the University of Alabama, is the
forfeiture of a certain number of academic credits,

depending on the severity of the offense, and as deter
mined by a disciplinary or review committee.18

Definitions of Grades
Letter grades, employed by all of the institutions
surveyed, are usually taken by all concerned as the final

qualitative evaluation of academic endeavor, apart from
degrees themselves and honors.

Even though students and

faculty might agree that learning is their key interest,

grades per se seem always to be of special concern, no

matter how they have been determined, or by whom.

Over-

lapping to some extent with the methods used to determine

grades are the grade definitions themselves.

For conven-

ience of discussion, consideration of grade definitions is
divided into (1) standard grade definitions (i.e.

the

traditional A, B, C, D, F), (2) pass-fail grading, (3)
grades of "incomplete,”

and

(4) grades for repeated courses,

(5) assorted other grade definitions of interest.
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Standard grade definitions.

At most of the uni

versifies surveyed, as at the University of Kentucky, "The

marking system .

.

uses a series of letters, to which

are assigned grade-point values.

The system is based nei-

ther on an absolute numerical system nor on a distribution
curve," but on certain descriptions.^

Typically, at such

institutions, "A” is defined as "excellent" or "superior,"
with a few expanding the definition to state that "A"
represents "an exceptionally high achievement as a" result

of aptitude, effort, and intellectual initiative, .. 20 or
that this grade "denotes excellent mastery of the subject

[and] outstanding scholarship. »21

These systems

go on to define " B" as "good" or as denoting "good mastery"

and "good scholarship,"22 and "C" as "fair,"

"aver-

age ," or "acceptable mastery" and "the usual achievement

expected . " 23

At the lower end of the scale, ”

d"

is usu-

ally termed "passing," "poor," "marginal," "barely pass-

ing," or "the minimum passing grade. .. 24

"F," typically,

is simply "failure."

As stated earlier, these grading systems are based
solely on descriptions.

However, at a few of the univer-

sities surveyed, values are assigned to letter grades.

The University of Alabama undergraduate catalog defines

these values: " A, 90-100; B, 80-89; C, 70-79; D, 60-69"
and "F, 0-59.1,25

On the other hand, Louisiana State

University provides numerical equivalents for its letter
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grades only "for purposes of converting LSU letter grades
to a numerical expression at other institutions;'* and
defines "A" as 93-100; "B," 85-92.99; " C," 77-84.99 ;
65-76.99 ;

■I p

H

" D , *’

below 65.26

Another numeric expression given to grades is the

"quality" or "grade" point, with most institutions using a
four-point scale defining "A" as four points and descend-

ing to " D" with one point and

ii

pn

with zero.

Some, how-

ever, vary from this practice by assigning no points to

either

"O’ s”

of the

ii pn

or " F' s" or by using "NC" (no credit) in lieu

grade .

Further refinements of the system

appear where institutions use the scale along with

n I ir

and

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni

"-" signs.

versity assigns "A" 4 points, "A—" 3.7, " B+" 3.3, "B" 3,
"B—" 2.7 , and so on down to "D—" 0.7 and

ii pu

at zero.27

The University of Tennessee employs a simpler version,

adding the

ii

it

only to "B" and "C" and omitting

alto-

gether, so that "B+" is assigned 3.5 points and " C+" 2.5
points; however, Tennessee applies these additional marks

only to graduate students and to undergraduates enrolled
in courses for graduate credit. 28

The major distinction between grade definitions
occurs not among various institutions, however, but
between standards defined for graduate and undergraduate

students .

Most graduate programs define

”C"

as the lowest

acceptable grade; Louisiana State University’s graduate
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catalog defines ”C" as indicative of "work of unsatisfac-

tory quality,"29 and the University of Virginia uses only

five grades for graduate students:
Pass-fail grading.

"A, A- , B+ , B, p . n 3 0

"Pass-fail" and "satisfactory-

unsatisfactory" grading systems vary widely in that the
"passing" or "satisfactory" grade at many universities

requires a student performance of "C" or better, while at
others , "D" or better.

In addition, at some universities

the system is designed to "protect" the student’s grade
point average; that is, not only are the » p” or "S" grades

not computed in the student’s cumulative average, but
and "U" grades are ignored as well.

n pn

At others, although

the passing grade is not computed, the failing or unsatis

factory grade is.

With one exception, grade points are

not assigned to "P" or " S" grades by any of the institutions surveyed; at the University of Maryland, the grade

of i> pn carries two points, but only in the computation of
grade points for a semester, not for computing cumulative
grade point averages. 31

Because some faculty have expressed disapproval of
pass-fail grading systems—and have been more demanding of
students enrolled for their courses on that basis—most

universities have adopted the practice of having the
instructor report the student grade on the traditional

five-letter scale to the registrar’s office which in turn
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converts the grade to the appropriate

" F. "

”p

ii

"S,”

"U," or

The most notable exception to this practice occurs

with the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of
Virginia where, although neither a passing ("credit") nor
a failing ("no credit") grade is computed in the grade

point average, an instructor can refuse students permission to enroll in his or her course on a credit/no credit

basis . 2

Another kind of variation in pass-fail systems
” D»

is evident at Louisiana State University, where a

indicates minimally acceptable achievement for credit,”

but a

ii

pn

better.33

is defined as the equivalent of a "C" or

Such a distinction in the definition of the

term "passing" seems incongruent with the philosophy

behind pass-fail systems, generally stated as it is at
West Virginia University:
The basic purpose of pass-fail grading for under
graduates at WVU is to promote the undertaking of
elective courses unrelated to the student’s fields of
degree concentration. A secondary purpose of pass
fail grading is to facilitate grading in performance
or competency based courses which may be an integral
part of the student’s program.34

"Incomplete" grades.
surveyed, an "Incomplete"

At most of the institutions

(usually termed an "I") must be

removed within a limited time; otherwise, it is changed to

an " F.
years .

H

The time period varies from five days to two
At the University of Maryland, however,

if the

ii j ti

is not removed, and the work of the course remains incom-
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plete,

the

>i J H

is ’’terminal," and is disregarded for pur-

poses of grade point computation.35
tutions surveyed regard the

ii j ii

All of the insti-

as a grade to be assigned

only under special circumstances, and stipulate the condi

tions under which it may be awarded, as does Mississippi

State University:
j- ii
A grade of ii"I"
(incomplete) may be submitted in
lieu of a final grade and then only when the student
because of illness, death in his/her immediate family,
or similar circumstances beyond his/her control, is
unable to complete the course requirements or to take
final examinations. ...
An incomplete grade is not
permissible on the basis of course deficiencies not
resulting from an unavoidable circumstance.36

The major problem inherent in most institutional
policies regarding the

ii j H

institutions state that the

grade is that although most
n j- n

will be converted to an

•• f" after a given period, few assign the responsibility of
conversion.

Hence, faculty may assume that the registrar

will perform the conversion automatically, while the reg
istrar may, quite properly, assume that conversion is a

faculty responsibility, as are other grades.

Grades for repeated courses.

Many of the univer

sities surveyed allow a student to repeat a course with

the understanding that only the last grade awarded will be
counted in computing the student’s grade point average.

At the same time, these institutions also provide that all

grades awarded will be .carried on the permanent record.
Variations occur primarily in defining which courses may

*
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be repeated, as some institutions permit the student to
repeat any course in an effort to improve the grade point

average , while others limit the policy to include only
II Du

courses in which a

or

it pn

was the first grade earned.

Even institutions without a "forgiveness" clause for

repeating " D’ s" and

I!

F’s" often stipulate that a student

cannot repeat courses simply to earn higher grades and
thereby raise the grade point average.

At the University

of Texas at Austin, where there is no ’’forgiveness"
clause r all grades and hours attempted are counted in the

cumulative average, but some of the colleges within the
university stipulate that courses in which the student had

previously earned a grade of "C” or better may not be
repea ted.37

At most institutions with a "forgiveness"

clause r students may repeat a course on any basis, regardless of the basis of the first attempt.

Florida State

University is one of the few to stipulate that "a course
taken on a letter grade basis must be repeated on that

basis ," rather than on a pass-fail basis.38

In addition,

some institutions limit the number of times that a course
may be repeated.

Only a few universities apply a "for-

g iveness" clause to graduate students, and some limit its

application to freshmen and sophomores.
Other grade definitions.

grades—more properly,

A series of other letter

symbols—are employed to indicate
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aud i ts , credit by examination, withdrawal, absence from
examination, and thesis or dissertation preparation.

Two

institutions (West Virginia University and the University

of Kentucky) employ a symbol ("PR” and "S," respectively)

to indicate student progress in courses extending beyond

the length of one semester or in projects of undetermined
duration.39

Withdrawal policies are especially reflected in
the values assigned to certain symbols.

The University of

Georgia and the University of South Carolina award a grade
of " WF" to indicate that a student withdrew from a course

after the limited "free drop" period and was doing unsat

isfactory work at the time;

"WF" is treated as

H pll

in

computing the student’s grade point average. 40

Texas A&M

University is more direct in simply awarding an

it pn

to

students withdrawing from courses after the "free drop"
period, but reserves "WF," also calculated as an

H p

II

for

students withdrawing from the university after the " free
drop" period.41

Grade Appeals

No matter how clearly defined or how fairly deter

mined grades may be, many students will perceive them-

selves to have received an unfair or improper grade.

Many

institutions have established grievance procedures to
handle a variety of student complaints; some procedures
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are mandated, such as notice of charges and hearings in
cheating cases.

However, not all institutions afford the

student a meaningful opportunity, through an established
procedure, to appeal a grade.

A traditional attitude is

reflected in a West Virginia University policy :

There is one significant limitation on the author
ity of administrators and others in the treatment of
conflicts over grades assigned in course work, through
the actions of oral examining committees and the like:
assigned grades can be changed only by the individual
or group which assigned them. This procedure is based
on the technical authority of the instructor, and is
universal practice among universities of the world, A
hearing administrator or committee may conclude that a
grade should be changed, but can merely forward that
conclusion to the instructor involved.
Though an
instructor cannot be ordered to change the grade by
any University agency, few instructors will refuse to
if one is recommended by a properly
make a change
<‘
constituted committee.42
Whether the optimistic result expressed by the last senfence in this policy can be effected is questionable.

In

many institutions, grading remains the one area where the

faculty member retains absolute authority.

A committee

of the faculty member's peers may be unwilling even to

recommend a grade change, knowing that they might themselves be in the challenged faculty member’s position on

some occasion.

Many institutions, however, afford the

student and the faculty member a grade appeal procedure

designed to protect the rights of both and at the same
time avoid student and faculty frustration.

Several grade

appeal systems are described fully in Appendix C.

Florida

State University's system is offered below as one example:

r
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The purpose of the grade appeals system is to
afford an opportunity for a student to appeal a grade
if the student feels that the grade was inequitably
awarded in that it involved a gross violation of the
instructor’s own specified grading standards.
Step 1.
The student must approach the instructor in question
to discuss the grade and attempt to resolve any dif
ferences.
A student not in residence for the succeed
ing term, or a resident student who is unable to
resolve the differences with the instructor, must file
an appeal with the instructor’s program or department
chairperson, whichever is appropriate, within sixty
(60) days following the assignment of the disputed
grade.
Step 2.
If still dissatisfied, the student may, after filing a
written statement with the program or department
chairperson explaining the basis for the appeal,
appear before a board composed of three (3) students
nominated by the program or departmental student advi
sory committee or its counterpart.
A.negative deci
sion by the board will end the appeal.
A favorable
decision will be referred to the Departmental Board
described in Step 3.
The Student Advisory Board acts
only as a screening body and determines solely whether
the appeal is consonant with the criteria indicated
above.
The Student Advisory Board must be appointed
and its decision made within three (3) weeks of the
time that the written statement has been filed with
the program or department chairperson.
Step 3.
A Department Board composed of three (3) faculty mem
bers and two (2) students appointed by the chairperson
must be selected for each case.
The Departmental
Board must be appointed and its decision made within
three (3) weeks of the time the Student Advisory Board
has reached a favorable decision on the grade appeal.
A unanimous decision shall be final and binding on all
parties concerned.
A majority opinion may be appealed
by the student or the faculty member to a college-wide
board appointed by the dean of the college from nomi
nees supplied by the faculty and student advisory com
mittees respectively.
The appeal from the decision of
the Departmental Board must be made by the dissatis
fied party within three (3) weeks of the time that
decision has been made.
The College-wide Board must
be appointed and its decision made within three (3)
weeks of the time that the written appeal has been
filed with the dean of the college.
The majority
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decision of this college-wide appeal body shall be
final and binding on all parties concerned.
Each committee and board is charged with hearing
the instructor in question, if the instructor
wishes . 43

Although not necessarily a model, this policy pro
vides for input from student and instructor alike, and
involves both students and faculty on the boards.

On the

other hand, the options available to the boards are not

stated; for example, can the original grade be lowered?

Such a provision does exist in the policy in use at Loui
siana State University, where the appeal may be granted

and the student’s grade raised, or denied and the student’s grade remain the same or be lowered.44

At the

University of Kentucky, the options available to the grade
appeals board are limited:

The Board may direct that a student’s grade in a
course be changed, but only to a W (withdrew passing)
or a P (passing, credit toward graduation but not
toward grade-point standing) when an academic evalua
tion based upon anything other than a good-faith judg
ment of a student has been proved,
Under no circumstances shall a student’s grade be lowered as a result
of his appeal.45
Hence,

if the student’s grade is to be changed at all, the

board is not placed in the position of making an exacting
evaluation of student performance.

Clearly, some of the features of grade appeals
systems are designed to discourage students, with the
result that students may be likely to appeal only failing

grades.

Still/ one may argue, the opportunity of an
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appeal is accorded, and students are likely to feel that

they have not been victimized by "the system."
Potential Legal Problems

The court cases cited in Chapter II indicate that
the courts are not likely to interfere in matters of aca-

demic evaluation unless it can be shown (by the appellant)

that a grade assignment was made capriciously, arbitrarily, or in bad faith.

In addition, it was shown that uni-

versities can expect some judicial intervention if they do

not accurately and precisely define their grades and their

grading standards.

Finally, higher education may need to

employ some of the basic elements of due process in aca

demic matters, particularly when a student's liberty

and/or property interests are of major concern.

Several weaknesses in institutional grading poli
cies and practices may lead to legal problems, or at least

may incline students to litigation.

A comparison of the

court cases in Chapter II with some of the grading poli

cies outlined earlier in this chapter will reveal the spe

cific weaknesses and at the same time lead to development
of a series of guidelines, as offered in Chapter V.

Mustell v. Rose46 demonstrated the significance
of providing to students a clear statement of responsibil-

ity for grade assignment.

The course instructor should

generally be defined as the individual with the sole
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responsibility for determining grades; if grades assigned
by that individual are tentative and can be modified by

another person, such as a department chairman, written
statements should be provided to that effect, either in a
course syllabus distributed to all students at an early

class meeting or, preferably, in a publication such as a
catalog .

In addition, a general statement in the catalog,

allowing for announced exceptions to the general rule,
would be useful.
To avoid charges of arbitrary or capricious grading methods—with which, if proven, the courts can inter

vene—universities would do well to require faculty to

provide students with statements of grading standards,
including the effect of absences on grading, the weight
placed on tests, quizzes, final examinations, and "participation ," and the grading scale employed.

Some insti-

tutions, it was noted above, define percentile equivalents

for letter grades; in that instance, it may be difficult
for an instructor to use a "curve" to determine test
grades or final course grades.

Furthermore, even though

the burden of proof, as the court stated in Connelly v.

Vermont,

is on the student to prove charges of capri-

ciousness or arbitrariness, faculty members should be

required to retain all material on which grades were based
(if not returned to students), so that the university can
at least state its own case with some basis in fact.
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Cheating regulations, although a disciplinary
matter, must take academic regulations into account, and

vice versa .

For example, where an institution has a

policy for "forgiveness" of certain grades, it ought to

consider whether it wishes that policy to be applied to

grades awarded as penalties for academic dishonesty.

Only

one of the institutions surveyed was that specific.
As illustrated by Bartlett v. Pantzer,48 the terms

used to define grades must be chosen with care, and corre-

spondence with students or potential students in which

special requirements are pointed out must employ the same
terminology that appears in official university publica

If an institution regards the definition of a

tions .

grade as paramount, it ought at least support the impor-

tance of the required grade with a written statement.

In

addition, where graduate and undergraduate catalogs apply
different sets of definitions (e.g. "C" may be "average"

for undergraduates but regarded as "below average" for

graduate students), the classes of students to which those
standards apply should be clearly noted.

In pass-fail grading policies, several inconsis

tencies appear; of special interest is the practice of
terming " D" a "passing" grade while at the same time

def ining

ii pH

(passing) as the grade to be awarded only to

students who have earned the equivalent of "A,” " B, " or
"C. "

The institutions employing such a system risk having
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two definitions of "passing" and, therefore, two of fail-

ure as well.

Different terminology, such as "unsatisfac-

tory" for "D" and " F” grade equivalents, might be more
consistent.
Grade appeal policies providing for a review of
academic evaluation by an impartial body of faculty and
students should, in the long runr prove beneficial to most
institutions.

Any policy that is in practice so protec

tive of the absolute authority of the faculty member’s
assigned grade is likely to be termed capricious if, for
example, it permits those grades to stand even when he or

she assigns grades during a nervous breakdown.

In short,

the application of grading standards must not be arbitrary

and capricious, and the standards themselves — and the policies that reflect them—must also be free of those

qualities.
Finally, since policy changes are often necessi

tated with little opportunity for advance notice, certain

policies should be termed "subject to change without
notice. ’’

Abbariao v. Hamline University School of Law,40

a case not cited in Chapter II, supported the dismissal of
a law student in part because a change in the school polty seen as prejudicial to the appellant was deemed by the

court to have been covered by a catalog statement that

"[all] provisions within this bulletin are subject to
change without notice."50
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CHAPTER V
MODEL POLICY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS,
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Analysis of existing institutional grading poli-

cies and practices, combined with consideration of the
court cases and legal literature reviewed, form the basis

for the model policy developed herein.

In addition, some

conclusions reached as a result of this study will prove
useful in determining implications for the future, along

with making recommendations for further study.
Model Policy Guidelines

As related to grading policies, the court cases
rev iewed in Chapter II show that the courts will not
intervene in scholastic matters as long as grades are

based on student performance and are not determined
arbitrarily, capriciously, or in bad faith.

A review of

the literature reveals a concern on the part of some

educators that institutions may be subject to judicial
action if they fail to develop policies and practices
which will pass the close scrutiny of the courts.
Finally, analysis of current practices demonstrates that

institutional policies vary widely, some clearly written
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to provide academic fairness for all parties, and others

equally clearly failing therein.
Institutions of higher learning seeking to conform
with recent court decisions, to preserve their academic
standards, and to provide equitable treatment of their

students and faculty in scholastic matters, should adopt

the principles enumerated below.
1. Definitions of grades and explanations of grad-

ing systems must be precise, clear, and consistent.

Precision and clarity will foster agreement between
faculty and students as to the meaning of various
levels of achievement.

For example, defining "C" as

"average" performance leads some faculty and students
to assume that this grade is assigned to a given per

centage of students in a class—perhaps the majority—

and that few students will be evaluated as "above
average"
"F" ) .

( " A" or "B") and few

■I

below average"

( " D" or

To some, "average" means that there are as many

students above the average as below.

A succinctly

stated performance criterion such as "acceptable per
formance" leaves less room for doubt.

Institution

wide definitions assigning percentile values to grades

are probably best avoided, for they may be too limiting for some purposes; it may well be that in some
d isc iplines, or in some courses, "average" or "acceptable mastery" presumes demonstration of mastery of 50
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percent of the subject matter, whereas 80 percent may
be presumed as "average" in others.

Consistency in

explanations of grading systems should provide for
identical statements in all institutional publica

tions r such as catalogs and faculty and student handbooks.

Where a deliberate inconsistency is desirable.

as in explaining the different expectations in per-

formance levels for graduate students and for undergraduates, it should be so noted.

Another kind of

consistency ought to be demonstrated with respect to

"pass/fail" or "satisfactory/unsatisfactory" grading
systems, so that the minimum passing grade defined in

one section of a publication is the same as that pro
v ided in another; specifically, if an institution
defines " D" as the "minimum passing grade," then its

definition of "passing" in a "pass/fail" system must
include " D."

Finally, institutions should make every

effort to employ the same terms used in their catalog
definitions of grades in all other references to

grades , e.g. in correspondence, warning letters, and
the like.
2. The responsibility for assigning grades must be

clearly stated.

Although the general assumption is

that this responsibility rests with the faculty,
specific instances have proven otherwise.

If/ for

instance, grades assigned by teaching assistants, are
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subject to review and change by supervising faculty,
the ultimate responsibility for assignment of grades
must be made clear in institutional publications.

In

other instances where the responsibility must, per

force, pass into the hands of others, as it often does

in cases of cheating, grade appeals (in systems where
another individual or committee may determine the

assignment or course grade), or incapacitation or
inability of the faculty member to assign a grade, the

assignment of the responsibility, as well as the
manner in which its reassignment may come about,

should be stated in catalogs and handbooks.

3. Explanations of methods of determining grades

must be available to all students.

That a variety of

acceptable methods exists is recognized; however,

institutional policy should require precise statements
to be provided by faculty to students, preferably in
writing, and preferably at an early class meeting so

that students wishing to change classes have the

opportunity to do so.

Such statements of standards

for the evaluation of classroom performance should
include an explanation of the instructor’s require-

ments for a grade of "A,
grades of absences,

il

ii £

»

etc . ; the effect on

tardiness, and submission of late

papers; the "weights" assigned to various activities,
includ ing ’’class participation"

(along with a def ini-
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tion of that phrase); and, if not stated in the course
description, the requirement of any special skills.

such as typing, or of special equipment, such as cam
eras or dissection kits.

The faculty member should

also provide students vzith a course syllabus so that

they can plan their total academic programs and com
mitments effectively, with the understanding that the

faculty member will make every effort not to deviate
substantively from that plan.

Finally, because such

explanations provide both responsibility as well as

latitude for faculty, the methods of determining
grades must be reasonable; for example, an attendance

policy allowing no excused absences and lowering the

student’s final grade by one letter for each absence

should be regarded as unreasonable for a typical

undergraduate course with approximately 45 class
meetings per semester.

4. Institutional cheating policies must be precisely stated and available, provide for procedural

due process, and clearly define terms such as ”pla-

giarism."

Cheating is, of course, a disciplinary

matter with obvious academic ramifications.

Proce

dures protecting both student and faculty rights

should be outlined in detail and, preferably, be
identical for all units of the institution.

Where

proof of academic dishonesty is established and can
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affect an examination, paper, or course grade, policy
must so state.

Furthermore when institutional policy

permits students to repeat courses with grades of

” D”

and/or ”F” and to substitute a subsequently earned

grade for the original one, the removal of an

" p”

awarded for cheating should be specifically allowed or

disallowed; in either case, both the cheating policy

and the ’’forgiveness” clause must be clear on this
accoun t.

In addition, policy should dictate (and

faculty be reminded) that students charged 'with cheat

ing are not to be deprived of any rights, including
attendance privileges, until allegations of cheating
are proven.

5. Grade books and student work not returned to
students should be regarded as the property of the
institution.

A minimum of six months is generally

defined as the desirable period for which student work

should be retained by the course instructor; further

more, catalog and handbook statements to the effect
that such documents are retained only for that period
would protect faculty members and persuade students to

take any planned course of action before such docu-

ments are destroyed.

Grade books, similarly, may be

retained by the instructor, but should be turned over
to appropriate chairpersons or deans when the faculty

member leaves the university’s employ.

In cases ,
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then, when a student challenges a grade, both the
institution and/or the faculty member will have pos-

session of the basic documents needed to support the

grade awarded.

Even with the burden of proving arbi-

trary or capricious award of grades on students,
institutions would be better prepared to address such

charges if armed with the basic documents.

6. A clearly outlined grade appeal procedure protecting the rights of both students and faculty must

provide for final grade determination by someone other

than the instructor who originally awarded the grade*
The existence of a procedure will in itself establish
intra-institutional means for relief from capricious

or arbitrary award of grades; hence, judicial intervent ion can be avoided.

Further r the presence of such

a policy is likely to discourage unfair grading prac-

tices and encourage faculty to define their grading

standards clearly and apply them equitably.

If such a

policy is to be effective. the final determination of
the grade cannot be the prerogative of the instructor
or faculty team that originally assigned the grade.

for although "suggestions" made to faculty by their
chairpersons or deans may be taken to heart, the
policy will not be viewed seriously by students or

faculty, and will be ineffective.

Ideally,

final

assignment of an appealed grade should rest with a
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committee of faculty and students appointed (or elec

ted) specifically for the purpose of hearing grade
appeals.

Appeal beyond the committee level should be

limited to procedural grounds and directed to the vice
president for academic affairs.

In fairness to stu-

dents , a grade appeal policy should preclude the lowering of the original grade assigned, for appeals

would then be discouraged and unfair grading practices

continued.

If it is felt that the expertise of the

instructor cannot be replaced by a committee and that

a committee is in a poor position to distinguish, for
example, whether the appellant student should have

received an

” A"

or a "B," the institution may wish to

provide the alternative used by the University of Kentucky11, where the grade appeals board’s choices are
limited to changing the grade to
ing) or

” p"

(passing).

”W”

(withdrew pass

Such a practice, however,

would discourage students from appealing

and ”C"

grades, even though such grades might have been

awarded unfairly.

Finally, an appeals policy should

also permit review of the instructor’s announced grad
ing standards and other course requirements; in this
fashion, reasonable standards and requirements are

likely to be promulgated, and a series of student complaints about particular instructors or courses

avoided.
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Model Policy
The text provided belovz can be used in the appro

priate sections of institutional catalogs (graduate and
undergraduate) and handbooks (faculty and student).

Any

cross-references made here to other sections of these pub
lications are presumed to correspond with the policies

stated below.

Grading System

"A" denotes excellent performance in the subject, and
is valued at 4 grade points.
denotes good performance in the subject, and is
valued at 3 grade points.
"C” denotes acceptable performance in the subject, and
is valued at 2 grade points.
” D" denotes minimally adequate performance in the sub
ject, and is the lowest passing grade.
It is
valued at 1 grade point.
It is unacceptable for a
graduate student,
H pH
denotes inadequate performance--failure—and is
valued at 0 grade points,
n j ii
denotes "incomplete” and must be removed by the
end of the next semester or summer term in which
the student is in residence; if the ”1" is not
removed by that time, the Registrar will change it
to an " F," unless the instructor who awarded the
"I" informs the Registrar of an extension of time,
in which instance, the "I" will be changed to an
" F" if not removed by the end of the period speci
fied by the instructor. Any "I" not removed by
the end of the next semester or summer term in
which the student is in residence (or by the end
of the extended period granted by the instructor)
will be treated as an "F" in the computation of
the cumulative grade point average,
” S" denotes satisfactory performance in a course taken
on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis, The Registrar will convert instructor grades of "A," ”B,”
and "C" to " S" for students enrolled for courses
on an S/U basis.
"S” has no grade point value and
is not included in the computation of the cumula
tive grade point average,
denotes
unsatisfactory performance in a course
nU”
taken on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis.
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The Registrar will convert instructor grades of
"D” and "F" to "U" for students enrolled for
courses on an S/U basis. ”U" has no grade point
value and is not included in the computation of
the cumulative grade point average.
Responsibility for Assigning Grades

Instructors are responsible for assigning a grade
to each student enrolled in their courses.
If a stu
dent is accused of cheating and such charges are
proven, the final grade may be assigned by the Aca
demic Discipline Committee.
If a grade is appealed
and the grade changed, the final grade will be
assigned by the Grade Appeals Committee and reported
to the college dean and the Vice President for Aca
demic Affairs. If the instructor is incapacitated or
otherwise unable to assign a course grade, the final
grade will be assigned by the department chairperson.
In all instances, the assignment of grades by gradu
ate teaching assistants must be supervised by faculty
members.
Methods of Determining Grades

Students have the right to receive grades based
only upon fair and just evaluations of their perform
ance in courses as measured by the standards announced
by their instructors at the first class meeting. At
the first class meeting of a course, instructors shall
inform students, in writing, of the following:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

the nature of the course, in conformity with the
catalog description of the course;
the standards to be used in evaluating student
performance, in conformity with the grading sys
tem described above;
other factors used in determining grades, such as
absences, tardiness, submission of late work, and
class participation, as well as the effect of
these factors on the final grade;
a schedule of assignments and other scheduled
activities, with the understanding that no sub
stantive changes will be made, but that some
unforeseen deviations may be necessary.
the need for any special skills (e.g. typing) or
equipment (e.g. dissection kit), unless these are
specified in the Catalog or in the Schedule of
Courses.
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A copy of this material shall be filed by the faculty
member with the chairperson of the department offering
the course
Cheating Regulations

Although the policies and procedures for handling
cases of alleged academic dishonesty are stated else
where in this catalog, students are reminded here that
the assignment of final grades, or of grades on exami
nations or papers, may rest with the Academic Disci
pline Committee should charges of academic dishonesty
be proven. In addition, students and advisers are
reminded that under the provisions of the "D/F Repeat
Rule” an "F" assigned as a penalty for cheating will
not be disregarded in computing the cumulative grade
point average.
Instructor Grade Books and Student Work
Graded materials not returned to students during
a course will be retained by instructors for six
months following the last day of the term in which the
course was offered. Grade books, although retained by
instructors, are the property of the university and
must be turned over to the instructor's chairperson
if the instructor leaves the university's employ.

Grade Appeals
Students have the right to appeal final grades and
to call for a review of a faculty member's announced
grading standards or other course requirements which
they regard as unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious.
Appeals of final grades must be received by the
department chairperson within thirty days after the
end of the term in which the grade is assigned; the
grade appealed shall remain in effect until the appeal
process is completed. Appeals of announced grading
standards and other course requirements may be submit
ted at any time prior to the end of the course. The
appeal procedure described below applies to both types
of appeals.

Appeal Procedure
1.

2.

The student is to discuss the complaint informally
with the instructor involved.
If the complaint is not resolved with the instruc
tor, the student may obtain a Grade Appeal Form

I
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3.

4.

5.

from the Registrar’s Office or from any department
office. The completed form shall be returned to
the instructor’s department chairperson, who will
acknowledge receipt of the form and- return the
duplicate to the student
If the chairperson, upon reviewing the complaint,
cannot resolve the matter with the instructor to
the student’s satisfaction, the chairperson shall
forward the Grade Appeal Form to the dean of the
college offering the course, in the case of under
graduate students; in the case of graduate stu
dents, to the Dean of the Graduate School.
If the dean, upon reviewing the complaint, cannot
resolve the matter to the student’s satisfaction,
he/she shall forward the Grade Appeal Form to the
chairperson of the Grade Appeals Committee (GAC).
The GAC shall abide by the following procedures in
conducting formal hearings:
a. The instructor and student shall be informed in
writing by the chairperson of the GAC of the
time and place of the hearing.
b. The instructor and student shall have one week
to prepare for the hearing; they shall be
informed of their right to appear with an
adviser, to call witnesses, and to submit sup
plementary documentation. Previous allegations
by the student and/or against the faculty mem
ber shall not be considered by the committee or
offered in evidence by either party.
c . A majority of the GAC members shall constitute
a quorum.
d. All hearings shall be closed.
e. The instructor and student shall have the right
to challenge any member of the GAC for cause
and to request that he/she be disqualified for
that hearing. Such dismissal of a GAC member
shall be at the discretion of the committee
chairperson .
f. The instructor and student shall have the op
portunity to be present during the presentation
of evidence, to challenge the admissibility of
any evidence, and to question all witnesses.
g • The instructor shall be presumed to have
assigned the appropriate grade unless the stu
dent establishes proof to the contrary to the
satisfaction of the committee.
h. The testimony presented at the hearing shall be
recorded and made available to either party.
Transcripts will be made at the cost of the
requesting party.
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The decision of the GAC shall be reported by
its chairperson to the instructor and student,
to the dean and department chairperson in
volved, and to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
Either party shall have the right to
appeal the procedure of the GAC to the Vice
President within 72 hours of receipt of the
decision, whereupon the decision shall become
final if not remanded.
In all instances, the
Vice President shall report the final grade to
be awarded, if other than the grade originally
assigned, to the Registrar.
In no instance
shall the student’s grade be lowered.

Composition of the Grade Appeals Committee: Each
college or school of the university shall have a GAC
consisting of five faculty members and two students.
The faculty members shall be appointed by the dean
(when possible, no more than one from any given
department) for staggered two-year terms. The student
members shall be nominated by the president of the
student body and appointed by the dean for one-year
terms. The dean shall designate a committee chair
person.3 In each instance, the dean shall appoint
an additional faculty member from the department
offering the course involved in an appeal if no member
of that department is already a member of the GAC.

Records available to the Grade Appeals Committee:
For purposes of continuity and precedence, records of
grade appeals shall be available for the benefit of
the GAC; however, information identifying the course,
faculty member, and student involved shall be deleted
from these records.
Conclusions

There has been little case lav; and less in the
legal literature on the subject of grading policies.

In

part, the model policy guidelines recommended above conconstitute the conclusions of this study.

additional points can be made.

Still , several

The courts, often regarded

as inimical to higher education, have in fact not inter-

fered with academic issues, with the major exception of
academic dismissals,4 as pointed out in Chapter II.

In

particular, the courts have on several occasions indicated

their desire to avoid intervention in matters of grading;

and although they have shown a willingness to intervene if
grades have resulted from capricious, arbitrary, or bad-

faith behavior, the higher education establishment should
wish—it is hoped—to be devoid of such practices.

The courts have been reasonably consistent in
their position regarding academic evaluation; however, the
same cannot be said tor higher education.

Some institu-

tions have recognized the possibility of unfair grading

practices and inconsistent standards, while others have
maintained the traditional position that the absolute

authority in assigning grades is the instructor's.

The

latter position may become untenable.
Implications
That the courts will intervene when unfair grading

practices can be proven has been demonstrated.

Concur-

rently, the courts have expressed their inability to sub-

stitute their judgment for the academic expertise of the
universities in student evaluation.

Hence ,

if the insti-

tutions fail to provide internal mechanisms to (1) pre
clude arbitrary and capricious grading practices and (2)

provide relief for students alleging the existence of such
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practices, the courts may mandate the establishment of

intra-institutional procedures to protect the academic
rights of students.

A judicial extension of due process

rights to academic dismissals has already been suggested;

a further extension to academic evaluation is clearly possible if the courts wish to guarantee academic fairness
but cannot substitute their judgment for that of the

academicians.

In the words of D. Parker Young,

Higher education must retain its autonomy and
integrity.
It can help assure that by recognizing the
legitimacy of due process as it relates to academic
concerns and by providing for its inclusion in aca
demic procedures. An appreciation of the worth and
dignity of each individual must be paramount as col
leges and universities continually review their basic
aims and purposes. This may call for major surgery,
but it is worth that price for the protection of indi
vidual rights and the free marketplace of ideas.5

Recommendations for Further Study
Since the scope of this study was limited to a

review of current practices in Type I public institutions
within the Southern Regional Education Board, only a few
grade appeal policies were available for examination.

more comprehensive examination may prove fruitful.

A

In

addition , since some of these appeal policies have been in

effect for several years, case histories may be available
to demonstrate positive and negative features.

If aca-

demic standards have been enhanced and academic fairness
achieved, and if the policies have not resulted in a pro-
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liferation of appeals with little basis. other institu-

tions may be persuaded of the wisdom of adopting such
polic ies.

Such a study should, of course, bring the

review of court cases presented herein up to date.

What

can be achieved is further recognition and definition of
the rights and responsibilities of both faculty and
students.

'll

Chapter V Notes
1Kentuckyt Student Rightsr 40.

^Ibid., 29, passim.
^Mississippi State, Faculty Handbook, 14-16,

passim.
^See, e.g., Greenhill v. Bailey, 378 F.Supp 632
(1974), summarized on pp. 18-19 in Chapter II.

5Young, 71.
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APPENDIX A
LETTERS OF REQUEST

Sample Letter, Sent to Deans
Of Colleges of Liberal Arts
of Institutions Surveyed
Dear Dean [last name J :

I am currently conducting a doctoral research study on
grades, grading practices, and the law in higher educa
tion.
Of particular interest are grade appeal procedures
(instructor rights and student rights), methods of deter
mining grades, definitions of grades, responsibility for
assigning grades, and cheating regulations insofar as they
affect grading policies.
The study will require the collection of grading policies
in Type I public institutions within the Southern Regional
Education Board.
By comparing current policy and practice
with court cases, I hope to develop a model policy to
assist institutions of higher learning to achieve conform
ity with recent court decisions.

To this end, I am asking that you send me copies of the
[institution’s namej’s graduate and undergraduate cata
logs, faculty handbook, and student handbook.
In addi
tion, if your university has had a court case in a state
or federal court regarding grading practices, please
provide whatever information or citation possible.
Upon completion of the study, I shall be happy to provide
a copy of the model policy if you so indicate.
Your assistance will be appreciated,
cover all mailing costs.

Cordially,
[ signatureJ

Nicholas G. Evans
Assistant to the Dean

If desired, I will
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Sample Follow-up Letter

Dear Dean [last name]:
In my previous letter (copy enclosed), I asked that you
send me copies of [institution’s namej’s graduate and
undergraduate catalogs, faculty handbook, and student
handbook.

Since I have not yet received any of these materials, and
since I am attempting to collect grading policies from all
Type I public institutions within the Southern Regional
Education Board, I would appreciate your sending the
requested materials at your earliest convenience.
I shall be most grateful for your assistance in this
matter.

Cord ially,

[signature]
Nicholas G. Evans
Assistant to the Dean
encl.
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APPENDIX B

TYPE I PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES
IN THE
SOUTHERN REGIONAL
EDUCATION BOARD (SREB)
[Source:
Office of Institutional Research, West Virginia
University]
State

Institution

Alabama

The University of Alabama
University, Alabama 35486

Arkansas

University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701

Florida

Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida 32306

Georg ia

The University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

Ken tucky

The University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Louisiana

Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

Maryland

The University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

Mississippi

Mississippi State University
Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762

North Carolina

North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27607

South Carolina

The University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208

Tennessee

The University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
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Texas

Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Virg inia

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

The University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

West Virginia

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia 26505

(Note:
all institutions named above except the University
of Arkansas provided the materials requested.)
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE GRADE APPEALS POLICIES

Louisiana State University
[ Source:
Louisiana State University, LSU General Catalog,
1978-79 issue, LXX, No. 1 (1978), 68-69Tj
A student may appeal any decision or rule pertain
ing to academic matters, including procedures,
requirements, and regulations. The appeal procedure
may not be used to question the rule, procedure,
requirement, or regulation itself where the rule, pro
cedure, requirement or regulation was established by a
properly authorized and constituted faculty or admin
istrative body. A student may obtain a copy of the
detailed procedure for filing a formal academic appeal
from the Office of Academic Affairs or from the SGA
[Student Government Association] office. The student
is, of course, urged to talk first with his or her
instructor or adviser,
From this point the chain of
judgment consists of:
1. the appropriate department chairman (except in
those schools that do not have a departmental
structure); if the student is uncertain which
chairman is appropriate, the chairman of the major
department should be consulted first.
2. the appropriate dean of the college or school.
Where the question presented to the dean for review
relates to:
a . the fairness of a grade assigned to the appeal
ing student; or
b , the appropriateness of a grading procedure
which has been applied to the appealing student
or students; or
c. the administration of standards and procedures
set out for the particular course; the dean
shall decide whether the question raised by the
student is one which requires further investi
gation and a hearing.
If the dean decides that the question raised by
the student is one which requires further investiga
tion and a hearing, the dean--together with the stu
dent president of the appropriate college—will then
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appoint the Dean’s Committee to which the student may
appeal his or her case. A Dean’s Committee consists
of three faculty members appointed by the appropriate
dean (no more than two from any given department) and
two students appointed by the student president of the
appropriate college; the dean shall designate a
chairman for the committee.
Where the dean decides that the question raised by
the student is without sufficient basis in fact or
does not require further investigation and a hearing,
the dean may refuse to assemble a Dean’s Committee.
After the dean makes this decision the student may,
if he or she thinks the case warrants investigation
and hearing, appeal the dean’s decision to the ViceChancellor for Academic Affairs.
Where the question raised pertains to academic
matters of procedure, requirements, or regulations
other than those stipulated in a, b, and c above,
then after the dean’s decision has been rendered, the
student may request that the Dean’s Committee be
appointed. Upon receipt of the student’s request, the
dean—together with the student president of the
appropriate college—shall appoint a Dean’s Committee
to which committee the student may than appeal the
case.
3. the Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
In some cases it may be clear that one or more of
the above sources of judgment does not reasonably have
jurisdiction in that specific area of appeal; e.g., on
questions of University or college regulations, a
department chairman may not be in a reasonable posi
tion to make a decision. The chairman or dean in
question will then inform the student that he or she
should go on to the next step in the chain. At any
given stage in this appeal process, the student should
be informed of the decision made. The student, then
may either accept the decision or continue the
appeal.
In rare situations, it is possible that a
decision which supported a student’s appeal be
reversed, in which case the student must be notified
with all deliberate speed.
A student who wishes to appeal a grade must do so
in writing no later than 30 days from the closing date
of the semester in which the grade has been assigned.
In connection with the academic appeal procedure,
the interpretation has been rendered that the grade as
awarded is final until changed, and the student’s aca
demic standing and all related rights and privileges
are determined on the basis of the grade as originally
assigned until the* grade is changed.
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Students should be aware that the grade appeals
procedure can result in one of the following outcomes:
(1) the grade may be raised; (2) the appeal may be
denied, and the grade remain the same; or (3) the
appeal may be denied, and the grade be lowered.
Mississippi State University

[Source: Mississippi State University, Mississippi State
University Faculty Handbook, July, 1977 , pp. 14-16.]

Academic Review Board
a. Composition of Board.
The Board will be com
posed of one member of the teaching faculty from each
of the schools or colleges of the University with the
member being elected annually by his University divi
sion (in the same manner and at the same time as Fac
ulty Council representatives), plus three faculty mem
bers at large. The member who represents the Graduate
School shall be elected by the Graduate Faculty and
shall be a full member of that faculty. The members
at large will be appointed by the Vice President for
Academic Affairs, who should insure adequate minority
representation.
In addition to the regular members,
at each hearing involving an instructor, all of the
faculty of the instructor's department may also sit on
the Board and collectively have one vote. The regular
members shall serve one year beginning on July 1 fol
lowing their election and may be re-elected.
However,
the first group will serve for eighteen months begin
ning on January 1, 1973.
b. Statement of Policy.
Student performance
should be evaluated according to academic criteria,
not on the basis of opinions or conduct in matters
unrelated to academic standards.
The instructor (defined as one who has the respon
sibility for a class, special problem or thesis) has
the authority in his class over all matters affecting
the conduct of the class, including the assignment of
grades.
Students shall have protection through orderly
appellate procedures against prejudiced or capricious
academic evaluation. The method of grading by
instructors should be made clear to students, and
instructors should be required to justify disputed
grades.
All records on which grades are based should
be retained on file for a minimum of six months.
Appeals associ’ated with final grades must be
received and processed by the department head or his

I
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representative within thirty days after the end of the
term in which the grade is assigned.
The grade appealed shall remain in effect until
the appeal process is concluded. Any associated
effects (loss of eligibility or privilege of any kind)
shall be invoked even though an appeal is pending or
planned.
c. Appeal Procedure.
(1) The student is to take his complaint to the
instructor involved.
(2) If the student does not obtain satisfaction,
he may acquire a grade appeal form from the Registrar’s office, fill it out and take it to the instructor’s department head,
The department head acknowledges the receipt of the form and returns the duplicate to the student.
(3) If the department head, upon reviewing the
complaint, is unable to resolve the matter to the
satisfaction of the student, he shall forward the
appeal form with letter of recommendation to his dean.
The dean should then send copies of all material to
the student's dean if different from that of the
department head's dean.
(4) If the reviewing dean is unable to resolve the
matter to the satisfaction of the student, he shall
forward the appeal form with letter of recommendation
to the Vice President for Academic Affairs, who should
be furnished a complete file of the case. The Vice
President for Academic Affairs may then refer the case
to the Academic Appeals Board.
[The latter is presum
ably the Academic Review Board, referred to earlier
and below.J
(5) Hearing procedure. The following guidelines
are established tor the direction of Academic Review
Board[sj conducting formal hearings on academic
appeals:
(a) The instructor and student shall be
informed in writing by the Vice President for
Academic Affairs of the place and time of the
hearing.
(b) The instructor and student will be allowed
72 hours to prepare for the hearing. The instruc
tor may request additional time by showing cause.
The instructor and student shall be advised that
they have the right to appear with an advisor if
they so choose.
(c) The majority of the hearing board members
shall constitute a quorum.
(d) Normally hearings are closed; however,
either the instructor or the student may request a
public hearing.
A public hearing can involve only
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a limited number of spectators, and appropriate
control measures will be established.
If there is
difficulty with crowd control the chairman can
specify that the hearing be closed.
(e) The instructor shall be asked to appear in
person to present his case to the Academic Review
Board, and he may call witnesses in his behalf.
However, the instructor may elect not to appear
before the Review Board. Should he elect not to
appear, the hearing shall be held in his absence.
The failure of an instructor to appear must be
noted without prejudice. The student must appear
in person to present his case and may also call
witnesses in his behalf.
It will be left to the
discretion of the Board whether or not to permit
the introduction of any particular written state
ment.
If written evidence is to be presented
against the instructor, he shall be allowed to see
the actual signed statements at least 72 hours
before the hearing. Unsigned statements shall not
be admissible as evidence.
(f) The instructor or student shall have the
right to challenge any member of the hearing board
for good cause and request that he be disqualified
for that hearing. This dismissal of a challenged
hearing board member shall be at the discretion of
the hearing board chairman.
Should the chairman
be directly involved in the case, he shall excuse
himself and a chairman pro tempore shall be selec
ted for that hearing.
(g) The instructor shall be presumed to have
assigned the proper grade until it is proven
otherwise.
The burden of proof to the contrary
rests with the student.
(h) The instructor and student shall have an
opportunity to be present during the presentation
of all evidence and to challenge the admissibility
of any evidence. They shall have the opportunity
to question all witnesses. The chairman of the
hearing board shall supervise any questioning of
this nature, and, at his discretion strike any
questions which are not relevant to the purpose of
the hearing.
The Board may question the instruc
tor, the student, and any witnesses.
(i) All matters upon which the decision may be
based must be introduced and discussed at the
hearing and the decision shall be based solely
upon the evidence presented.
Under no circum
stances shall any mention be made during the hear
ing of past charges made against the instructor.
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(j) The recommendation in each case shall be
made by a majority of Board members present and
voting.
(k) Recommendations of the Board will be
issued in writing to the Vice President for Aca
demic Affairs. He shall transmit the recommenda
tions and his decision to the instructor and
student.
d. Retention of Records. As part of the Univer
sity's grade appeal procedure, faculty members are
required to keep records on grades, examinations,
projects, term papers and other pertinent material not
returned to the students on file for a minimum of six
months.
Texas A&M University
LSource:
Texas A&M University, Texas A&M University Regulations 1978-79, 7-8, 28-29.]

A student who believes that his final grade reflects a
capricious, arbitrary, or prejudiced academic evalua
tion should first discuss the matter with the instrue
tor of the class.
If no satisfactory resolution is reached with the
instructor, the student should appeal to the department head,
The department head will examine the
student’s appeal in order to determine if the student
has established a prima facie case of capricious,
If not,
arbitrary, or prejudiced academic evaluation.
the department head will so inform the student and the
instructor without delay.
If a prima facie case exists, the department head
will then secure statements and such other information
as he deems helpful from all parties and will issue
his findings and remedies, if any.
In doing so, the
department head will be guided by the principle that
it is up to the student to show that a capricious,
arbitrary, or prejudiced academic evaluation has
occurred.
The undergraduate student or the instructor may
appeal the department head’s decision (with respect to
findings and/or remedies) to the dean of the college
in which the course is offered. Graduate students or
graduate faculty will make any appal to the Dean of
the Graduate College,
The dean will attempt to
resolve the matter by informal means within a reasonable period of time.
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If no resolution can be reached, the dean will
notify the student, the instructor, and the department
head.
Upon receipt of such notification, the student
and/or the instructor may file a formal appeal with
the University Appeals Panel.
Academic Appeals Panel
Scope
The Academic Appeals Panel will hear appeals
involving suspension for scholastic deficiency and
disputes over a final course grade or an unauthorized
absence determination. Appeals will be heard only
when the student alleges that an arbitrary, capri
cious, or prejudiced evaluation has occurred. Appeals
regarding college requirements will not be heard.
Questions and appeals involving scholastic dishonesty
are to be directed toward the Disciplinary Appeals
Panel.
The Academic Appeals Panel includes the chair
man, four faculty members, two student members, and
two student alternates.
A quorum consists of four
members.
Procedure
1.
Before a hearing can be scheduled before the
Panel, the student must have complied with the proce
dures described below.
a. Suspension for Academic Deficiency [omi11ed
here J
b. _______________________________________________
Dispute Over Final Course Grade or Unauthorized
Absences
An undergraduate student wishing to appeal an
individual final grade or an unauthorized absence
makes the initial appeal to the instructor of the
class.
If the problem is not resolved the next step
is to appeal to the department head involved and then,
if necessary, to the dean of the college in which the
course was offered.
If at this point the problem has
not been resolved to the satisfaction of the student,
an appeal may be filed with the chairman of the Aca
demic Appeals Panel.
A graduate student wishing to appeal an individual
final grade or an unauthorized absence makes the ini
tial appeal to the instructor in the class.
If the
problem is not resolved the next step is to appeal to
the department head involved and then, if necessary,
to the Dean of the Graduate College.
If at this point
the problem has not been resolved to the satisfaction
of the student, an appeal may be filed with the chair
man of the Academic Appeals Panel.
Nothing in the above paragraph is meant to prevent
a student from consulting with his academic advisor or
any other person to whom he may desire to go for
advice and counsel.
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The Panel will act at called meetings to hear
grade appeals, unauthorized absence appeals, and
unusual academic suspension appeals.
2. A student desiring a hearing before the Aca
demic Appeals Panel must file a written request for an
appeal hearing with the chairman. Any academic appeal
must be filed within one semester (long term) after
the decision being appealed was made.
In the case of
scheduled Panel meetings, appeals must be filed at
least five (5) working days before the scheduled
dates. At the time the request for a hearing is made,
the student should arrange for a preliminary interview
with the chairman and complete a preliminary question
naire. The act of filing the questionnaire is con
strued as authorizing all Panel members to have full
access to all records, including academic, civil, and
medical records which may have a bearing on delibera
tions .
3. The written request for an appeal hearing
should be accompanied by all evidence and supporting
documents which will be introduced at the hearing,
including short statements summarizing the testimony
which may be presented by witnesses. The request for
appeal should also be accompanied by a statement out
lining the student’s justification for the appeal.
4. The chairman, after receiving all the required
documentation and materials, shall set the hearing for
the earliest possible date and inform the student of
the time and place for the hearing.
The failure of
the student to appear without justifiable cause shall
terminate the right of appeal. . . .
For grade and/or
absence appeal hearings, the instructor and his
department head shall be extended invitations to
attend, and the presence of either or both may be
required if deemed necessary by the chairman.
5. The chairman shall sit as a hearing officer and
shall not take part in the vote or otherwise partici
pate in the deliberations of the Panel.
It shall be
the duty of the chairman to rule on procedural matters
and the admissibility of evidence.
The chairman may
deny admission of any evidence which did not accompany
the student’s request for a hearing.
6. The burden of proof shall be upon the student
to prove his case by a preponderance of the evidence.
7. The student shall have the right to be repre
sented by counsel of his own choosing.
8. All parties shall be afforded the opportunity
tor reasonable oral argument.
9. Upon the request, sufficiently in advance by
either party, the chairman shall cause the testimony
presented at the hearing to be recorded.
A copy of
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the recording may be obtained from the chairman at the
expense of the requesting party.
10. Immediately after hearing an appeal, the Panel
will go into closed session to deliberate. The stu
dent will be informed of the Panel’s decision orally
at the conclusion of the deliberations. A formal
letter to all interested parties, with a copy to the
President, will confirm the Panel’s decision.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
[Source: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univer
sity, Faculty Handbook, 1977, pp. 14-15.]
Graduate Student Appeal Procedure
Graduate education is a complex activity involving
a higher order of student-faculty relationship than is
ordinarly found at the undergraduate level. The
teacher/student relationship of the undergraduate
years is replaced by an evolving partnership of appentice [sic] and mentor, and the development of research
sophistication is frequently fostered by intimately
shared experiences.
Graduate Student Grievances
Whenever graduate students believe that their
work has been improperly evaluated or that they have
been treated unfairly, they are expected to take up
these questions directly with the faculty member
involved.
This may be their committee chairman, the
faculty member for whom they are working as an
assistant, or an instructor responsible for a course
in which they are enrolled.
If, after earnest inquiry, the matter remains
unreconciled, the graduate students will be expected
to appeal the question to the head of their department
(if the department head is also a party to the griev
ance, the dean of the academic college will assume
this responsibility). The department head, in consul
tation with the academic dean, shall take all reason
able and proper actions to resolve the-question at the
departmental level.
Students shall be informed in
writing of the results no later than one month after
the appeal to the department head.
The University Appeals Procedure
Should aggrieved students' believe that their
rights were abridged at the departmental level, they
may as a last resort file a request for review with
the Dean of the Graduate School.
Such statements to
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the Dean must make clear the substance of the appeal.
The Dean of the Graduate School shall take all reason
able and proper actions to assemble all pertinent
documents and shall refer such documents to the Gradu
ate Appeals Committee for its review. As a Standing
committee of the Commission on Graduate Studies and
Research, this committee will consist of three faculty
members and one student. For each appeal the Dean
shall appoint to the committee one additional faculty
member knowledgeable in the academic area of the
appeal.
The Graduate Appeals Committee will have available
to it the entire record of the aggrieved student’s
work in the University, as well as (a) the depart
ment’s statement concerning its degree expectations,
(b) a summary of the department’s action on the
appeal, and (c) copies of the student's statement to
the Dean of the Graduate School recording the stu
dent's view of alleged irregularities (i.e., the basis
for the University appeal).
The Graduate Appeals Committee may hold a formal
hearing on grievance appeals referred to it by the
Dean of the Graduate School.
The Committee will file its recommendation with
the Dean of the Graduate School who will convey the
Committee’s recommendation and the final disposition
of the matter to all concerned parties.
Procedural considerations are described fully in
the minutes of the University Council of October 18,
1976, copies of which will be made available on
request by the Office of the Dean of the Graduate
School.
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GRADES, GRADING, AND THE LAW
Nicholas George Evans

ABSTRACT
The problem is to devise for institutions of
higher learning a model policy regarding grades and grad
ing practices, specifically with respect to (1) grade

appeal procedures, including instructor rights and student
rights; (2) methods of determining grades;

of grades;

(3) definitions

(4) responsibility for assigning grades; and

(5) cheating regulations insofar as they affect grading
pol ic ies.

A model policy should assist colleges and uni

vers it ies in achieving conformity with recent court deci

sions and avoiding the many problems associated with liti
gation .

At the same time, institutions should then be

able to maintain their academic standards and provide academic fairness for all students.

The study is based on the review of the following
materials related to grading practices:

(1) court cases,

through December, 1977 , from the U.S. Supreme Court, U.S.
Circuit Courts, U.S. District Courts, and State Supreme

Courts;

(2) the legal literature; (3) current grading

practices and policies of Type I public universities

within the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), as
published in institutional catalogs and handbooks.
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The review of court cases showed the courts’

(1)

continued reluctance to intervene in academic matters; (2)
consideration of due process rights in academic affairs if

a student’s liberty and/or property interests are at
s take ; (3) willingness to intervene if bad faith, arbi

trary, or capricious decisions can be proven by the appel

lant; and (4) willingness to provide judicial interpretation of policy when institutions have failed to do so and
when student or faculty rights have been affected by that

failure.

The review of legal literature revealed that few
contributors to law reviews and journals have been interes ted in student and faculty rights and responsibilities
in academic matters. although some recent observers have

been interested in the protection accorded higher educa

tion under the doctrine of judicial nonintervention in
academic affairs.

The review of current grading practices and policies of the institutions surveyed revealed (1) some insti-

tutions with policies designed to protect student and fac
ulty academic rights and to avoid, thereby, legal inter-

vention, and (2) some with specific weaknesses resulting
from the absence of such policies.

The results are expressed in terms of recommended
features for a model policy:

(1) Definitions of grades

=
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and explanations of grading systems must be precise.

clear, and consistent.

(2) The respnsibility for assign

ing grades must be clearly stated.

(3) Explanations of

methods of determining grades must be available to all

students.

(4) Institutional cheating policies must be

precisely stated and available, provide for procedural due
process, and clearly define terms such as "plag iarism."
(5) Grade books and student work not returned to students

should be regarded as the property of the institution.
(6) A clearly outlined grade appeal procedure protecting

the rights of both students and faculty must provide for
final grade determination by someone other than the
instructor who originally awarded the grade.

In addition,

it was concluded that the courts have in fact not inter

fered with academic issues, except in academic dismissals
and that the adoption of the policies recommended would
lessen the likelihood of judicial intervention, since stu

dent and faculty rights would have intra-institutional
protection.

I
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